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Beacon Hill School Mission Statement



“The Beacon Hill School community is a safe, caring and stimulating environment where everyone is respected and valued. The children will have every opportunity to achieve in all aspects of school life and they will understand their responsibility as global citizens.”
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Message from the School Council Chair I am pleased to use the opportunity of this annual report to recognize the contribution of so many people to the success of Beacon Hill School. A school comprises its community and at Beacon Hill our community is particularly strong and inclusive. Students, parents, staff and volunteers are all involved in ensuring that we really do live the stated values of our School Mission. As the year has moved to its close, we are facing some significant changes in the school, with John Brewster, our long-serving Principal, being appointed to Kennedy School, as well as many changes on the School Council. But I confidently expect that rather than bringing challenges, these changes will bring new opportunities for Beacon Hill. Both Eva Cham, Community Representative, and myself have completed our permitted terms on the School Council and will step down at the beginning of the new school year. I would like to recognise Eva’s valuable contribution to the school over her many years as a Community Representative. I would also like to say that I have always been very proud to be part of the Beacon Hill community and I have appreciated greatly the very positive support given by everyone during my years as School Council Chair. Our children are the measure of our school. At Beacon Hill the enthusiasm, enjoyment and achievements of our children are immediately apparent whenever you walk through the school or attend a school event. The contents of this report show many aspects of our school life and achievements. I would like to thank all those who have been a part of Beacon Hill’s success over the past year. Mike Tanner School Council Chair
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Principal’s Foreword Dear Parents and Community Members, Beacon Hill School (BHS) continued to thrive and be a place where excellent learning was central to all activities. We maintained our programme of continuous improvement, which ensures that our academic results continue to be strong whilst not losing sight of the broad, rich and varied experiences that we offer at BHS. We have strengthened the emotional and social support for our students through further implementation of the MindUp programme within the curriculum, alongside the ‘Fun Friends’ and ‘Friends for Life’ programmes. We had a focus on the teaching of English as an Additional Language (EAL) in mainstream classrooms with all teachers completing the Professional Development Programme from the Government of South Australia. Our Japanese Mother Tongue group continued during the year. Following on from the previous year’s focus on Mathematics, we had further development via several Staff Meetings and Professional Learning Focus sessions. A team from ESF visited BHS to review our teaching of Mathematics part of an ESF wide initiative. The feedback was very positive and encouraging. Towards the end of the year, the teaching staff reviewed our Programme of Inquiry and revamped it to meet the continually developing needs of the students. All students in the school have many opportunities to share their learning with parents throughout the year. This is achieved via ‘Sharing Units’, class assemblies, performances and a Year 6 Production. Many of our students participated in a wealth of sporting and performing activities outside school, such as Arts in the Park, choral concerts, basketball, netball and football Page |4



tournaments, the Road Race and the Aquathon. BHS continued our swimming programme, with all students from Years 4 to 6 taking part, with qualified instructors from ESF Educational Services teaching the students. All of our students enjoy theatre trips which enable a breadth of experiences. Our ‘China Week’ remains a highlight of the school year, with Year 1 and 2 students taking trips to the Flower Market and Dim Sum restaurants whilst other students participated in the Chinese New Year Performance. This demonstrated our strong commitment to the Chinese Language Programme. Standardised assessment data shows strong performance across the core subjects. We continued to develop our environmental awareness through a variety of activities organised by our Green Team ensuring our community thinks about our impact on the environment. Learning Technology remained a major priority with increased focus on the use of ‘The Cloud’ to enhance our learning and teaching. The cross-phase links between BHS and our secondary schools is very healthy, helping to smooth the transition for our Y6 students. At the end of the academic year, 39 of our students were transferring to KGV, 39 to Island School and 8 to Sha Tin College. BHS is very proud of its ‘Family’ feel and I would like to acknowledge the work of all our teachers and staff, the support from our parent body and the wider community. It is only with this support that our amazing students can achieve the high levels of success they do. I would like to thank Mr Mike Tanner who has been our Chair of School Council for the last 11 years and who stepped down from this position at the end of September 2014. He has worked tirelessly to ensure that BHS has always had the interests of the students at the centre of all decisions. A final thank you to Mr John Brewster for his incredible leadership of BHS over the last 10 years. He has been the key factor in making BHS what it is today.
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School Context Beacon Hill School, a member of the English Schools Foundation, was first established in 1967. It is a flourishing school serving the Kowloon area of Hong Kong. The school teaches through the medium of English. Many nationalities are represented by the student community. The most numerous nationalities include Hong Kong Chinese, British, Australian, Canadian, Indian and American.



OUR MISSION "The Beacon Hill School community is a safe, caring and stimulating environment where everyone is respected and valued. The children will have every opportunity to achieve in all aspects of school life and they will understand their responsibility as global citizens."



The school is situated on a small site, 7 storeys high. There are class sizes of 30 with 3 classes in each year band. The school has recently had some major renovations and is now equipped with an ICT suite, Drama Studio, Specialist Music and Art room, a newly renovated Learning Centre and two multi-purpose rooms. Standards at BHS are high. The curriculum offered is aligned to the philosophy of the Primary Years Programme of the International Baccalaureate Organisation and involves an inquiry-based, investigative style of teaching and learning. The teaching staff are well qualified, experienced and work closely with colleagues in the other ESF schools. Staff-student relationships are excellent and are based on a strong sense of mutual respect.
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Central to the life of the school, is the positive community spirit and the strong partnerships with parents. There is an active Parent Teacher Association which supports the school through a variety of social and fund-raising events. James Harrison Principal Beacon Hill School
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School Council



Chairman



Mr Michael Tanner



PTA Representative:



Mr Chris Lee



Parents Representative: Mrs Annie Van Weerdenburg Mrs Eva Cham (Fung) Community Ms Rhonda Lam Representative: School Principal:



Mr John Brewster



Teacher Representatives:



Mrs Lynn Xu Miss Susan Chung



Support Staff



Miss Jane Wu



Representative: FMO Representative:
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Mr Charles Caldwell



SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT
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International Schools’ Assessment (ISA) In 2013-14, all Year 4, 5 and 6 sat the International Schools’ Assessment (ISA) in early October. The ISA assessment has been specially developed to measure skills in mathematical literacy, reading and writing of students in international schools. The ISA has been developed by the Australian Council for Educational Research. The assessments included a reading literacy test, a mathematical literacy test and two writing tests. The tests included both multiple-choice and open-ended tasks. The scores are reported using the ISA Scale Score which ranges from 0-800. The scores on any single scale are comparable regardless of which level of assessment is taken. For example, a score of 325 on the Year 4 Mathematical



Literacy assessment indicates the same level of proficiency as a score of 325 on the Year 6 Mathematical Literacy assessment. However, the ISA scale scores are not comparable across subjects. For example, a score of 325 for Mathematical Literacy does not necessarily indicate the same level of proficiency as a score of 325 for Reading Literacy.



BHS ISA Results for Year 4, 5 and 6 (October 2013) Mean ISA Scale Score (per student) Mathematical Literacy



Reading



Writing Narrative



Writing - Exposition



Yr. 4



Yr. 5



Yr. 6



Yr. 4



Yr. 5



Yr. 6



Yr. 4



Yr. 5



Yr. 6



Yr. 4



Yr. 5



Yr. 6



BHS



345



390



454



315



346



402



399



422



490



420



464



504



ESF



301



378



444



281



346



387



379



429



484



406



451



501



ISA cohort



287



368



429



259



323



364



371



419



467



392



433



478



Note: 1) LSC students are not included in the above data; 2) the standard deviations for ESF students are similar to the whole ISA cohort (i.e. roughly between 80-90 for Mathematical Literacy and Reading and between 50-60 for Narrative and Expository Writing).
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Interactive Computerised Assessment System (INCAS) Students in Year 6 also participated in the InCAS, a program developed at Durham University (UK) at the end of the year. The children undertook standardised tests in English, which included word recognition, word decoding, reading comprehension and spelling, and in Mathematics, which included Mental Mathematics. The InCAS tests give an age-related score. The tests indicate how well the child achieved when compared with children of the same age. For example, a child who performed at or above their chronological age would be considered to be learning well.



InCAS Results May 2014 (Year 6)



>2 years above



General



Mental



Maths



Maths



Reading



Spelling



BHS



ESF



BHS



ESF



BHS



ESF



BHS



ESF



%



%



%



%



%



%



%



%



23.5



21.7



27.9



22.0



31.4



23.8



47.1



31.3



55.3



55.4



58.1



55.3



58.1



58.2



49.4



52.3



20.0



21.6



14.0



21.3



9.3



17.0



3.4



15.1



1.2



1.3



0



1.4



1.2



1.0



0



1.3



Chronological Age 0-2 years above Chronological Age 0-2 years below Chronological Age 
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SCHOOL CURRICULUM
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English As always, the year began with the focus for English placed firmly in raising children’s achievement through planning of exciting and well-resourced learning experiences. An addendum for planning was introduced to ensure learning outcomes were identified for each unit taught. These learning outcomes are taken from the supporting documents for the Language Scope and Sequence which were compiled by the ESF Primary Language Group and are now being used across all ESF primary schools. Quality assessments which inform teacher’s planning remained a priority and year groups, supported by the English team, continued to moderate writing assessments to identify areas of strength and those which needed further development. Examples of areas of strength within year groups included the children’s confidence in themselves as writers, the range of vocabulary used and knowledge of different text types. As many of our children are excellent decoders of text but struggle to fully comprehend everything they are reading, comprehension was again identified as a crucial skill to teach explicitly. To help teachers plan for any gaps in children’s comprehension strategy knowledge the Probe Reading assessment kit was introduced. This is an assessment tool from New Zealand which contains questions that give a very detailed picture of a child’s ability to infer, evaluate and reorganise text. Teachers found the test useful in planning for group reading activities and for giving the children meaningful targets. Continuous Professional Development took place around the teaching of grammar and vocabulary and resources were also purchased to support this, alongside comprehension skills. Teachers continued to implement Reading Eggs P a g e | 13



for use in Years 2 upwards. This is an online, individualised learning program which is proving very popular with the children. A major part of the English team’s role this academic year involved planning, designing and overseeing a total refurbishment of the BHS learning centre; a challenging, yet rewarding experience involving the whole school community, as well as expertise within the ESF. The English team continued to instil a love of literature across the school and the annual Book Week was again, a great success. Each floor in the school took on a different genre, decorated their doors and took part in a range of reading activities throughout the week based around their theme. Students also had the opportunity to listen to a wide range of story tellers in the Learning Centre around each genre and took part in a book title hunt as well as the traditional dress up parade. We look forward to another successful year in which the school community works together to continue to inspire children’s love of learning English, through English and in English.
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Mathematics ‘The Mathematics curriculum at BHS aims to produce mathematically powerful thinkers and problem solvers who are confident and feel comfortable using Mathematics in their daily lives.’ This year teachers have continued to benefit from weekly collaborative planning meetings and worked hard to ensure sufficient curriculum time is devoted to Maths. The ESF ‘Scope and Sequence’ curriculum document was finalised and is being used by all ESF Primary Schools. Mr. Harrison developed this further to update our reporting system. The children in Year 1 thoroughly enjoyed exploring Maths at Festival Walk during the Christmas Period and many children in school benefited from collaborating together and sharing their knowledge in Gekko Maths competitions. Some of our Year 6 children also received awards in the Olympaid Maths competition and were proud to show their certificates to the rest of the school.



It was also the year of the ‘Maths Review’ and the high quality teaching and learning of Maths at Beacon Hill School was recognised by the ESF Maths Review team. A collaborative review took place in each of the twenty-one ESF schools (kindergarten, primary, secondary, private independent schools and Jockey Club Sarah Roe School). The aims of such a large-scale review was to establish what is working well and identify areas for development. The purpose P a g e | 15



was to clarify and share good practice across schools and to make recommendations on how the Foundation can continue to further improve the provision of mathematics for students of all ages and abilities. The review focused upon the quality of learning of Mathematics, the effectiveness of assessment practices, how work is differentiated and cross phase progression. Structures in place within schools were also looked into, in terms of time allocations, staffing and leadership models. As part of the review, fifteen Maths lessons were observed across Beacon Hill School. The level of student learning was found to be consistently high with Maths being valued and enjoyed. In the lessons observed, levels of interaction between students were high with tasks and activities being structured in such a way as to allow students to work together, discussing their work and sharing their knowledge and understanding. ‘Students did not need to be encouraged to do this; it is simply what they are used to. The model of getting students to learn from each other is commended by the review team.’ Clear-evidence of differentiation was observed, students were seen to use common mathematical language to describe mathematical expressions and strategies and the benefits of the online Mathletics website was recognised. It is the PTA who provide funding for all the children in the school to have Mathletics accounts. Furthermore, the conceptual approach to learning that we work hard on implementing was commended: ‘it is clear that mathematical concepts and skills are introduced and developed through experiential learning experiences that allow students to construct their own understanding, rather than simply demonstrating procedures to them. Manipulative, number lines and 3dimensional objects were extensively used to support this. The focus being on ‘why’ not just ‘how’, with all students being encouraged to record processes rather than just putting down answers.’ It was a Maths review for students, staff and parents to feel proud about. ‘The school has a clear plan for development and is committed to delivering high quality experiences for all students.’
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Our Maths curriculum has also been further enhanced by the purchase of ‘Go Maths’ for use throughout the school. This enables us to explore each mathematical area in further depth and adds an even greater cohesiveness to our programme. As the next academic year begins, we are looking towards another exciting year of teaching and learning in Maths.
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Learning Technology The world of technology is constantly changing and we have continued developing our programme to embrace this at Beacon Hill. In 2013-14 we continued teaching ICT through specialist teachers, Ms Amy Chan and Mr Chad Pheasant. This enabled our children to develop their skills in order to support and enhance their units of inquiry in their classrooms. Although the tools that the children may be using have changed, we continued to use “a wide range of digital tools, media and learning environments for teaching, learning and assessing.” We took time to consolidate our rapid progress and development with technology this year. The resourcing of ICT is a major factor in ensuring that our children have the tools they need to develop their skills. During the year we have upgraded and replaced hardware as required in line with our plans. We upgraded the ICT equipment in the redevelopment of the Learning Centre that took place in the summer holidays, buying new computers for searching the library, checking books in and out, and new screens and a projector. Our professional development training focus this year was to develop all staff’s knowledge and awareness of using Google apps for education. Our internal calendar and email all migrated to Google Calendar and Google mail respectively and all staff were trained on using those. We also focused on developing our skills in using Google Drive to enhance the collaborative opportunities for our students. Three members of staff completed the Google Trainer course and have been training staff on using Google. This year we redeveloped our Moodle site, The Beacon. We moved to a Moodle 2.0 site and trained all the staff and children on the differences. We also continued with developing our social media site introducing it to our new Year 3 students and encouraging them to practice their netiquette skills as part of our ICT curriculum. We continued with our subscriptions to Brain Pop, Brain Pop P a g e | 18



Junior, Purple Mash, Britannica Online, Mathletics, Reading Eggs, EnTrak and Espresso, all of which are available to support our students learning. We also subscribed to Odizzi, a geography based site for children that encourages links to schools around the world, enabling us to connect with children from across the globe making them truly global citizens.
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Mandarin The Mid-Autumn festival celebrations in September provided an excellent opportunity for students to appreciate the traditions and culture of China. It was a successful event, thanks to the generous support from the PTA and volunteering parents. In January 2014, children from Year Three to Year Six met Martha Keswick who writes English/Chinese bilingual books for children. During the storytelling session, children were able to ask questions about her books as well as her experience in learning Mandarin. Chinese New Year has always been a special time in BHS with the annual “China Day” activities and the CNY assembly. This year, as part of the CNY celebrations in the ESF centre, the Chamber Choir was invited to sing some Chinese songs with Year Four teacher Mrs Mulligan as the guest performer.



In addition to developing language skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing Chinese, students were encouraged to use Mandarin in meaningful contexts in the Units of Inquiry such as the Year Five Big Business unit, the shopping trip in Stanley market during Year Five camp and the Year Six Exhibition. Later in the year, Year Five and Year Six students participated in the Mandarin stand-alone units on Beijing Opera and traditional Chinese painting. During student-led conferences, all students were able to demonstrate their own understanding of Chinese language learning to their parents. P a g e | 20



Science This year at Beacon Hill School the focus has been on consolidating the written curriculum and the development of the whole school scientific inquiry cycle. The knowledge based written curriculum was mapped out last academic year with the focus this year being on tracking the skills progression across the school. In partnership with the class teachers, the curriculum coordinator created a whole school document which demonstrated the progression in a range of scientific skills, including Questioning and Predicting and Processing and Analysing data from Year 1 up to Year 6. This will allow teachers to be able to see the skills the children should be working at in their current year level, but also what skills will be working towards in the future. This year the whole school scientific inquiry cycle was implemented across most year groups. The purpose of the introduction of the scientific inquiry cycle was to introduce whole school language and vocabulary the children could use when conducting scientific experiments. The cycle has been adapted for the lower school (Years 1 and 2) meaning that some stages of the investigation process will be introduced to the children later on.
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P.E. 2013/14 was a busy year for the Beacon Hill PE programme. The PE lessons were closely linked (whenever possible) to the class Units of Inquiry. The Year 3s were lucky to have a PE component to their sharing unit and the parents got to participate in an adventure challenge blindfold game. At Beacon Hill the students have at least 2 PE lessons a week. In Years 3 to 6 they have a lesson with the specialist and one with their class teacher. Year 1 and 2s have one lesson with the specialist and two pmp (perceptual motor programme) sessions. Years 4, 5 and 6 also have 4 swimming lessons a year. Years 1 to 4 also enjoyed a 6 week block at a pitch where they were able to use the wide open spaces. Last year was a great year for sports teams at Beacon Hill School. We made a few semi finals – basketball, rugby and cricket. The girl’s netball team was runner up in the Kowloon Netball tournament and the basketball team finished 3rd in RCHK’s basketball tournament. The girl’s football team jointly won (with Kennedy) a girl’s football tournament. The highlight of the year was Peter from Year 5 winning the inter school aquathon time beating over 100 other boys from international schools. Sports Day was held at a new venue this year. We moved to King’s Park and the day was very successful. We will continue to use this as our sports day location.
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Our PE teacher also did some training this year and attended a gymnastics course and our basketball coaches attended a basketball training course. At the end of the year to coincide with the football World Cup all classes had football lessons and the Year 3 to 6 classes had their own Mini World Cups!
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Visual Arts Students at Beacon Hill have continued to be provided with a wide range of opportunities to use and explore visual arts throughout their learning as a means to respond to their experiences and as a powerful mode of communication and self-expression. All year groups have used visual arts through their sharing units to parents and across the curriculum to promote students’ creativity, critical thinking, problem solving skills and social interactions. Students have participated in many visual arts events throughout the year such as the Hong Kong Flower Show, Youth Arts Foundation projects and community drawing and painting competitions. These experiences have provided the opportunity for the students to engage with cultural and social perspectives of the wider Hong Kong community through visual arts. Students have continued to participate in after school art clubs for upper and lower years.
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Special Education 2013 – 2014 was a year of several internal staffing changes for the SEN department. In term one, Mr Chad Pheasant was appointed Head of SEN whilst Mrs Belinda McLaughlin took over from Ms Susan Chung as Acting Vice Principal. On Mrs McLaughlin’s return in term two, Ms Charlotte Fennelly moved from her position as Year 1/2 Learning Support Teacher back to the classroom whilst Ms Amy Chan joined the SEN team from her previous role as ICT teacher. Whilst the staffing may have been fluid the high level of support for our learners remained strong and stable. In term one all SEN and other interested educational assistants received training with our ESF educational psychologist in Precision Teaching. Precision teaching methods provide structured direct teaching to accelerate progress in literacy and numeracy. Being a research based program, Precision Teaching aims to increase automaticity and fluency of basic skills. With proven success in Precision Teaching methods, the SEN department took the principles of the program and applied the methodology to some of our SEN students experiencing difficulty memorising Chinese Characters. With the support of the Chinese department, we were able to incorporate Precision Teaching methods into the Chinese curriculum with excellent results. In supporting the ESF and BHS focus on social emotional learning, the SEN department facilitated the increase of more opportunities to provide the Friends for Life program to students across all year groups. With an increase of two more trained staff taking us to a total of eight, Friends for Life opportunities are now embedded in every year group. The early years Fun Friends was also introduced targeting our students in Year One and Two. Screening and selection procedures for the Friends program were also increased with all Year Five and Six students completing a children’s anxiety survey. Results of the survey assisted the consultation process for staff in student selection. In Years One and Two all teachers of referred students were required to complete an additional screening survey which also aided student selection.
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Social programming continued to remain a priority for the SEN department. A new curriculum targeting self-regulation and emotional control titled the ‘zones of regulation’ was introduced to all students attending SEN PMP, social thinking groups and one targeted group of students in Years Three and Four. The zones curriculum was well received by all and will remain a valuable resource for future educational planning. Monitoring of all SEN students at level of adjustment 2 – 4 was enhanced with the introduction of the BHS SEN student tracking sheets. This valuable monitoring tool provides a structure for student progress to be assessed and managed over time. It also provided one handy place to record internal and external standardised assessment outcomes, educational psychology outcomes, therapy needs and current interventions. This useful tracking system was shared with parents as part of the IEP process. Further enhancements to the SEN pages of the ESF gateway have been useful in ensuring consistency across all ESF schools. At BHS we have three staff trained in managing and using this function on the Gateway.
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EXTRA CURRICULAR / STUDENT VOICE
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Music Music and the other Performing Arts continue to be an important focus at Beacon Hill School. Last autumn the Chamber Choir joined forces with the Choirs of Kennedy and Quarry Bay Schools to perform a selection of songs from the Musical, Wicked at the two day extravaganza, Arts in the Park. As always, it was a well-supported event and the students had enormous fun. The countdown to Christmas was a frenetic time as always, with Chamber Choir performances at IFC, Festival Walk and Taikoo Plaza as well as the Swire Christmas Fair, an outdoor event in Taikoo Place.



As has become a tradition in recent years we also held our final Christmas performance in the Beacon Hill School playground with mulled wine to keep us warm. Many thanks to the PTA for their support. At Chinese New Year the Chamber Choir was invited to perform at the ESF Head Office in North Point. In addition to some traditional Mandarin songs we finished our program with a rendition of the well-known Sandy Lam song, “At Least I Still Have You” featuring Mrs Mulligan as soloist!
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The Year 6 Production was, as always, one of the highlights of the year with an entertaining performance of the Musical RATS! Based on the story of ‘The Pied Piper of Hamelin’, the production included energetic dance routines as well as some enthusiastic singing, both from the chorus and many talented soloists.
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Dance Dance Workshops The talented Kirsten Ho kindly agreed to be our resident Dance specialist again this year at BHS. She worked with each year group on two occasions across the year for five weeks at a time. The children were guided to create dances which extended their learning in connection with their Units of Inquiry. The children were given the opportunity to share their performances during class assemblies and year group sharing assemblies, as well as at ‘Sha Tin Arts Festival’. Kirsten also worked with a group of students to create a dance that were performed at ‘Arts in the Park’.
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Drama Theatre trips Each year group had the opportunity to see a live performance, many of which had links with their Units of Inquiry.



Drama Performances Throughout the year, the students had several opportunities to perform in front of an audience and showcase their dramatic talents. The Year 6 production of ‘Rats’ and the Chinese New Year Celebration assembly were two of these events, along with class assemblies and sharing performances for each class/year group. While on camp, the Year 5’s even took part in some drama activities where they experienced what it might be like to be a refugee, in connection with their Migration unit.
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Environment During 2013-14, environmental awareness, action and education for sustainable development continued to be an important focus at Beacon Hill School. The Green Team, for children in Years 4-6, continued to meet once a week throughout the school year. The children in the Green Team helped to educate the school about recycling, energy saving and other environmental issues through assemblies and displays around the school. The Green Team took part and were the winners of a competition run by the Sea Watch Foundation in the UK. The children created a big book containing information, interesting facts and artwork about dolphins. An exciting development of the Green Team was the introduction of the ‘Mini Green Team’ for a term for children in Years 2 and 3 to get more involved in green activities. During our annual Green Week, all children were able to join in with many competitions and activities. The ‘endangered species’ art competition was very popular and showed the artistic talent at BHS. Children in Years 1-4 had the opportunity to listen to a visiting author, Theadora Whittington, who has written a series of books based on raising environmental awareness in Hong Kong. There were also many fund raising activities held during the week to raise money for WWF and Animals Asia. Environmental themed pin badges were on sale for the children to buy throughout the week as well as orangutan puppet making kits created by the Green Team. An environmental themed dress casual day was also held. The money raised for WWF during our Green Week enabled BHS to symbolically adopt 14 P a g e | 32



endangered animals. Green Week ended with the whole school joining in and supporting the WWF Earth Hour. At the PTA Food Fair, the Green Team sold chocolate fudge which they had made using palm sugar from the Masarang Foundation in Indonesia, which the school supports. Money raised from this, and a teachers’ second-hand goods sale, was given to the Foundation. Children at BHS were also able to take part in another competition during the year to show how they ‘take action’ to help our environment. Children had to submit evidence to show how they took action over the course of about 3 weeks. This competition had very encouraging results showing how many of our families from BHS try to live more sustainably at home. Beacon Hill took part in the annual Environmental Conference held by ESF. The conference was held at Renaissance College and representatives from the Green Team were able to join in activities to develop their understanding of the environment around them. They were also very lucky to hear the conservationist, Dr. Willie Smits, founder of the Masarang Foundation, give a talk about environmental sustainability. Throughout the year, Paul Melsom, our resident horticulturalist, came in to work with each year group to support our school’s programme of inquiry.
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Internationalism and Mother Tongue Our parent run language classes have continued this year with a focus on Japanese speaking students. This has been a very successful component of our commitment to developing Mother Tongue within all our students. Within teaching and learning we were able to see children use their Mother Tongue in some of their pieces of work. This was particularly evident in our Exhibition. Teachers in planning look for more opportunities for children to use Mother Tongue within each of the Units of Inquiry. International Day this year was combined again with the PTA international food fair. It is such a celebrated event at Beacon Hill School and a great reminder and chance to celebrate the many cultures found in our school. Children experienced different activities and learnt about different cultures. The staff prepared workshops for the children and a time in class to for children to share their new learning. We continued our monthly Language challenge and this in now an interactive resource for all children to access at any time throughout the year. We continued to improve our bilingual resources and looked at creating a new system where these texts were more accessible to children on a day to day basis. Our commitment to developing international mindedness in our school community continues as the philosophy of the learner profile is truly embedded within the culture and day to day life our school. The children created class essential agreements using the language of the learner profile, teachers plan learning experiences around each profile and embed it into their daily personal, social and emotional dealings with the children.
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Excursions, Camps and Visitors Excursions, Camps and Visitors continued to be a major part of life at BHS, supporting and broadening the experiences the students had throughout the year. Students in Years 3 to 6 went on the following camps: Year 6 Camp - Outward Bound, Sai Kung Year 5 Camp – Lei Yue Mun Year 4 Camp – Cheung Chau (Bradbury Camp) Year 3 Camp – Sai Kung Outdoor Recreation Centre These camps allow the students to challenge themselves and to develop teamwork skills which are proving to be increasingly important in the today’s world. For the Year 3s it was their first opportunity to spend a night away from home with their school friends. Thank you to all the staff who spent their own time preparing the camps to ensure they are safe, educational and fun and for volunteering to accompany the students on camp. Here are the main excursions, visitors and events from 2013-14: Year 6



Year 5
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Dialogue in the Dark Mike Chiu from Sha Tin College visited - Science experiments Various Cross-Phase visits to Sha Tin College, KGV and Island School and visits by Secondary Staff to BHS Cinema Visit Kids on the Block Puppet Theatre Theatre Visit - Horrible Histories LegCo tour HK Flower Show - Art Competition Graduation - MetroPark Hotel Dr Hong visiting in relation to their Unit of Inquiry History Museum Theatre visit Crossroads Water Resource Education Centre



Year 4



Year 3



Year 2



Year 1



Sham Shui Po Market and Shops for ‘Big Business’ Visit to Electrical and Mechanical Services Department KJS Year 6 Exhibition Bassistry Arts HK Wetland Park Visit to TST / Science Museum Maritime Museum Various trips to Religious buildings Theatre Trip Airport Visit Trip to TST Playground Theatre Trip Maritime Museum Inspiration Lake Urban Renewal Exploration Centre Visit Theatre Trip Lion Park visit Drum Jam Chinese New Year visits for Dim Sum and to the Flower Market Geocaching - Kowloon Park Kowloon Tong Interchange Visits to ESF Wu Kai Sha Kindergarten Chinese New Year visits for Dim Sum and to the Flower Market Nature Walk Discovery Dome Sha Tin Arts Festival (1T)



Swimming opportunities were provided for all students in Years 4 to 6 with coaching by ESF Educational Services teachers. All students in the school had visits to the LEAP Centre during the year, supporting the students’ personal, social and emotional learning. Graham Watts, the Global Director of the Hawn Foundation, visited in October to find out how we are implementing the MindUp Programme. He was very P a g e | 36



impressed with what he saw and of course, our students. Tyler Holland from EnTrak visited staff and students to support us in our efforts to reduce our energy consumption. Some of our students were able to perform in the choir and dance groups for the Arts in the Park festival in Victoria Park. Other events and visitors include visiting authors (including Theadora Whittington), Paul Melsom continuing is great work with all of our classes with an environmental and gardening theme, a visit from Beijing Zhong Guan Cun No.1 Primary School, the Ladies Gaelic Football Team visiting BHS, a group of our students participating in the ESF Environmental Conference at RCHK, other groups joining in the ESF Performing Arts Day, a trip to see the HK Rugby 7’s in action, 30 HKU undergraduate students visiting BHS, our Battle of the Books club team taking part in the Competition, our ToM Team participating in the Tournament of the Mind competition and finally, various excursions by Year 6 for their Exhibition research. Thank you to everyone who has been involved in any way in enabling these events to happen.
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Health and Safety / Buildings Matt McDonald continued working with us to develop further our health and safety work at BHS. In two sessions, a team from the company provided training for our support staff, including the nurse, site and officer staff. Regular monitoring and inspections were carried out by the Health and Safety Officer in school to ensure practices and systems were being maintained and adhered to. The appointment of a Health, Safety and Sustainability Manager at ESF Centre will mean the school can continue to be a part of the development of policy and process in regard to health and safety. No major work was done to the building during the 2012-13 summer holiday period - this did mean that we were able to hire out our classrooms to external agencies.
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Extra Curricular Activities The staff at Beacon Hill School continued in their tradition of offering many and varied clubs for all age-ranges, recognising that these encourage many students to learn and develop different skills including the ability to work and play in teams. We also continued to support external agencies in offering extra clubs and activities, in particular, ESL who have had great success in involving students in their activities at BHS. These are the activities that were offered through the year by BHS Staff: Aquathon



Art Club



Basketball



Battle of the Books



BHS News



Chamber Choir



Chinese Chess



Cricket



Drama



Drawing



Fitness



Football (Girls)



Football (Boys)



Friends



Green Team



Junior Choir



Lunch Club



MAD (Charity) Club



Maths Games



Netball



Mini Green Team



Mini Mad Club



Orchestra



Photography



Rugby (Tag)



Running Club



Scrap Booking



Tournament of Minds



Typewriting Club



Year 1 Games / Play
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OTHERS
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Student Statistics Statistics—Nationality of our Students There are 30 different nationalities represented at Beacon Hill. The main students’ nationalities are:



 Chinese (including Hong Kong)



34%



 British



14%



 Canadian



15%



 American



8%



 Australian



8%



 Indian



3.5%



 Others



17.5%



17%



4%



Chinese (including Hong Kong) British 34%



8% 8% 15%



14%



Canadian American Australian



Indian
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School Finances School Annual Report Actual 2013/14



Budget 2013/14



Non-cash Funding Staff funding Adjustments on staff funding



34,811,193 32,723



34,811,193 -



Total non-cash funding



34,843,916



34,811,193



Cash Funding Capitation & ICT Funding Grants Rental and other income School Activities Donation



2,487,080 5,438 967,252 264,684 337,283



2,473,080 5,438 635,000 100,000 280,000



Total cash funding



4,061,737



3,493,518



Total Funding



38,905,653



38,304,711



Expenditure Staff expenses Other expenses - Operating Other expenses - Capital



33,235,737 3,226,984 1,265,820



34,811,193 3,196,000 1,350,000



Total Expenditure



37,728,541



39,357,193



Surplus / (Deficit)



1,177,112



(1,052,482)



Surplus / (Deficit) as per above



1,177,112



(1,052,482)



The use of unspent staff funding b/f from previous years



1,503,635



1,800,000



Surplus / (Deficit) after the transfer



2,680,747



747,518
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